Welcome to the Gap
Bridging the gap between this age and the next
through intentional conscious evolution
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What is the Gap?
An expanse of undeveloped consciousness between
this dimensional level and the next
In part, the gap exists when we fail to migrate out of
historical, literal interpretation of spiritual texts
The gap can be bridged by intention in our conscious
awareness when we forsake the history for the mystery
It is the gap that “Christ Consciousness” must fill
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How do we evolve our consciousness?
We must become conscious that...
Eden is not a place in history but a state of
consciousness
Pharaoh is representative of our own egoic nature and
drive
The “passover” is an event that occurs as our
consciousness evolves, where our “firstborn” (flesh and
blood body) does not have to die
The divided Red Sea is our own dual consciousness
Wandering in the wilderness is the willful migration
between the dimensions
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How do we evolve our consciousness?
We must become conscious that...
...Jacob’s ladder is our DNA molecule - the place
where the divine dwells within the heavens of man
...Mary is representative of humanity willfully
impregnated with the seed of Christ
...Christ is growing within you and will soon “overtake”
the garden
...we chose all of our lives experiences in order to be
fully exercised in duality (the knowledge of good and
evil)
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How do we evolve our consciousness?
We must become conscious that...

The Bible is not a history book but a map that outlines
humanities conscious evolution
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Forsaking the history for the
mystery, you are...
...the ark of the Covenant and in your consciousness
lies an outer court, an inner court and a holy of holies The Old Testament, The New Testament and the Book
of Revelation
...you are Mary, corporate humanity, the Virgin. Virgin
because never before had divinity penetrated biology
You are the divine wrapped in the swaddling clothing of
flesh and blood
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Forsaking the history for the
mystery, you are...
...a peculiar treasure, a peculiar people because you
carry within your framework evidence of the eternal, the
spark of the divine
...carriers of exceptional ability that makes your heart
beat, the synapses of your brain fire, the blood vessels
contract to move congealed light through your body
...a unique amalgamation of God and man or
EMANUEL
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Forsaking the history for the
mystery, you are...
...the pearl found within the oyster
...the treasure hidden within the “field”
...the treasure in earthen vessels
...The Christ that resurrects the body from mortal to
immortal
...I AM
...a miracle
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What is the Christ?
John 8:58 “Before Abraham was, I AM.”
Christ is the amalgamation of God and man - a
successful merging of spirit and biology. Christ is not a
name - it is the title of a divine being that has previously
graduated from the earth school and has successfully
resurrected “the body”
When the angel spoke to Mary YOU said, “Let it be
unto me as you have spoken.”
You bear the seed of Christ within you
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As Christ, you...
...choose to surrender to all of your experiences (both
good and evil, light and dark) that create the tapestry
you call “LIFE”
...crave physical reality. You love the material realm and
all the classrooms it creates for you.
...love to learn
...appreciate the full spectrum of emotions that are
produced by this biological container called the BODY
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Getting there... to the other
side of the gap
An awakened soul realizes the power in thought and
recognizes that we are on the cusp of entering into
the “age to come.” In the New Testament we see two
ages defined: This present age, where the egocentric
human needs rules, regulations and boundaries to
govern its renegade behavior. It is this age that Paul
governed, laboring intensely until “Christ be formed
in you.”
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Getting there...
Jesus manifested the age to come called the
“kingdom” when he displayed mastery over matter,
or the material realm. Clearly he was not bound by
our laws of physics. Jesus came to model for us a
transcendent human being fully endowed with Spirit.
Jesus found and forged the “way” to the Father, the
creative eternal life giving source of all things. The
Father is within you. The Father is the creative
component resident within EMANUEL.
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As a human being endowed with this unique power
to create and maintain reality we must recognize that
it is in the cessation of judgement and bringing our
consciousness into a place of allowing and accepting
that will bridge the gap between this age and the
next. It is through non judgement that we will rise
from this limited spectrum of vibration. We must
focus on things that are pure, lovely and of a good
report. It is our judgment that maintains the
environment of the third dimensional level. We are
creative and when we focus our thought on
something, mingled with the appropriate emotional
value, we create more of what we focus on.
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Because the creator lives within the biology, WE
CREATE every day NO EXCEPTIONS. Thankfully we
have a “governor” on our ability to manifest - time - it
is a great helper in learning these life lessons. By
grace we have a time-gap between our thought and
its manifestation lest we create what we think about.
We must learn to take every thought captive unto the
obedience of the Christ!
Judgment IS THOUGHT mingled with an emotional
component that sets the wheels of creation in
motion!
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In a book titled, The Ancient Secret of the Flower of Life Volume 2 Chapter 17
“Duality Transcended” Drunvalo Melchizedek states:
The possibility of ending duality is impossible as long as we remain in the
consciousness of good and evil (eating from the tree). We have to transcend it and
enter into a different consciousness (wineskin), but we cannot do that if we
continue to judge.
As long as we continue to judge the events in our lives, we give power to them as
either good or bad, which determines the course of our lives. To end it and then
transcend it, we must step outside of this polarity. We must change and this change
has to come in some way from our not judging this world. For it is in judging that
we decide that something is good or bad. That is the basis of good and evil, or
duality consciousness.
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Why now?
This is an ongoing process as the seed of Christ comes to maturity within
humanity. The earth has been a perfect environment in which to cultivate a
container suitable for habitation by “God.” MUCH has been invested in this
process.
Precession of the equinox - Earth’s pole moves circularly backwards through
the constellations above the north pole every 2000 years pointing at a different
constellation each representing a sign of the zodiac and expressing a different
developmental characteristic in the consciousness of humanity at that time.
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Age of Taurus the Bull - Moses - Golden Calf - coming out of Egypt - the
consciousness had the attributes of a “bull.”
Age of Aries the Ram - Abraham and Isaac - the precursor to a sacrifice - the
consciousness had the attributes of a “ram.”
Age of Pisces - the time of penetration of the divine into humanity (Vesica
Pisces) consciousness was that of a fish as it is pulled from the dense waters of
human consciousness
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Jesus told his disciples about his ultimate and impending
departure and they were concerned where they would
celebrate the Passover as was their custom...
Jesus said, “Look for the man bearing the pitcher of
water and follow him.”
The sign of Aquarius or the water bearer is the
constellation that is the image of a person pouring out
water from a container
This is the age where our dense human consciousness
is poured out AND the age where we will celebrate the
passover from mortal to immortal!
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History to mystery - Communion
Broken bread - Jesus said take eat, this is my body
The parable of the wheat and the tares
How was Christ “broken?” Jesus was the lamb slain from the foundation - he
willingly “broke his immortal status” by entering into mortality to become the
pattern for death to self and resurrection of the body.
Jesus said, “Unless you eat my body and drink my blood you cannot be my
disciple
The bread travels down the throat (symbolic of the grave Romans 3:13) and into
the belly of humanity (Jonah - the belly of the great fish - vesica pisces the
overlapping dimensions) unless you become fully human you cannot raise the
mortal to immortal
Jesus was stating that to become Christ you must lay down your immortal
status becoming human, participating in the earth school, raising (saving) the
body from mortal to immortal so that divinity can have useful expression in
material realms
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History to mystery - Communion

Do this in remembrance of ME (the Christ!)
When did the men traveling on the road to Emmaus
recognize Jesus and their eyes were “opened?”
Luke 24:30 When he was at the table with them, he
took bread, gave thanks, broke it and began to give it
to them. 31 Then their eyes were opened and they
recognized him, and he disappeared from their sight.
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History to mystery - baptism
Water is symbolic of dense human consciousness
This willful immersion into the waters of human
baptism (divinity becoming mortal, fully human) must
happen if we are to master the forces that create
material reality. We are reminded by the act of
baptism that we are the divine that has lowered itself
in seed form into a biological container (the human
body) willingly laying down our immortal status as
divine beings and wrapping ourselves in the swaddle
of humanity. While in the waters we hold our divine
breath and are immersed into dense human
consciousness.
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You are the savior the “world” is waiting
for...
For what purpose have we come?
The children of Israel wandering in the wilderness were getting bit by serpents
and dying. The Serpent represents the egoic consciousness being raised from
baseness (fear) to love. This brings ultimate healing of the body.
But what happened with the serpent on the pole? Instead of “looking to it” to
receive their healing they began to worship the image, burn incense to it. They
were ordered to tear it down and utterly destroy it - to smash it to pieces.
This symbol and its ultimate fate is exactly what is happening to the Christian
faith. We have made Jesus into an idol when he clearly just wanted to point the
“way” to the father.
You are the savior the world is waiting for - there is not an external Christ
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Christ in you, the hope of glory
Matthew 24:23 23 Then if any man shall say unto you, Lo, here is Christ, or there;
believe it not. 24 For there shall arise false Christs, and false prophets, and shall
shew great signs and wonders; insomuch that, if it were possible, they shall
deceive the very elect. 25 Behold, I have told you before. 26 Wherefore if they shall
say unto you, Behold, he is in the desert; go not forth: behold, he is in the secret
chambers; believe it not. 27 For as the lightning cometh out of the east, and
shineth even unto the west; so shall also the coming of the Son of man be. 28 For
wheresoever the carcase is, there will the eagles be gathered together.
Dual consciousness, East and West Hemispheres of the brain, masculine and
feminine, soul and spirit, husband and wife - UNION
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